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Three-terminal single-electron transistor devices utilizing Al/Al2O3 gate electrodes were developed
for the study of electron transport through individual single-molecule magnets �SMMs�. The devices
were patterned via multiple layers of optical and electron beam lithography. Electromigration
induced breaking of the nanowires reliably produces 1–3 nm gaps between which the SMM can be
situated. Conductance through a single Mn12 �3-thiophenecarboxylate� displays the Coulomb
blockade effect with several excitations within ±40 meV. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2671613�

I. INTRODUCTION

Electron transport properties of individual molecules
have received considerable attention over the last several
years due to the introduction of single-electron transistor
�SET� devices,1–4 which allow the experimenter to probe
electronic, vibrational,2 or magnetic3,4 excitations in an indi-
vidual molecule. In a three-terminal molecular SET the mol-
ecule is situated between the source and drain leads with an
insulated gate electrode underneath. The insulating ligands
on the periphery of the molecule act as isolating barriers.
Current can flow between the source and drain leads via a
sequential tunneling process through the molecular charge
levels, which the gate electrode is used to tune.

Conduction through a molecular SET only occurs when
a molecular electronic level lies between the Fermi energies
of the leads. A bias voltage Vbias applied between the source
and the drain changes the electrostatic potential of one of the
leads by an energy �eV�. As the bias voltage is increased,
excited states will provide conduction channels in the device
and discrete changes in the current through the SET will be
obtained every time a new molecular level falls within the
bias window. Applying a gate voltage moves these molecular
states with respect to the electrode Fermi levels.

Because the transport through single molecules proceeds
via the discrete molecular levels, one can “spectroscopically”
measure the quantum energy landscape of an individual mol-
ecule rather than an ensemble of molecules. This is particu-
larly important for the single-molecule magnets �SMMs�,
where it has been shown that the molecule’s crystalline en-
vironment has a profound influence on the spin Hamiltonian
and therefore the quantum decoherence rates between MS

levels.
Significantly quantum tunneling of the magnetization

�QTM� can be observed between the different MS levels of

the molecule.4 This is a consequence of the quantum super-
position of high-spin states of the molecule and has lead to
the observations of a variety of fundamental phenomena,
such as quantum �Berry phase� interference.6 Features of
QTM are expected to manifest themselves in other observ-
ables as well. In particular, the effects of QTM on electronic
transport remain to be explored in depth both experimentally
and theoretically.

During the previous years, there has been a significant
effort in this direction by both experimental and theoretical
groups. Heersche et al. reported Coulomb blockade and con-
duction excitation characteristics of a molecular SET in an
individual Mn12 SMM functionalized with thiol groups.
Negative differential conductance and current suppression
effects were explained in terms of relaxation between excited
spin levels of the charged and uncharged states of the Mn12

5 .
Jo et al. reported transport through an individual Mn12 SMM
without any functionalization of the molecules. They found
evidence of magnetic anisotropy in some of the studied
molecules.6 Even though these two results are very promis-
ing, they have failed to provide unambiguous evidence that
transport occurred through an individual SMM that pre-
served key quantum properties found in their solid-state form
�crystal�. Several theoretical groups have proposed alterna-
tive ways to prove the SMM effect on the transport through
a SET.7–11 Leuenberger and Mucciolo showed that QTM in-
terference effects �Berry phase� can be tuned to modulate the
Kondo effect in an isolated SMM-based SET.8 Similarly,
Gonzalez and Leuenberger have recently shown that Berry
phase effects can have a significant impact even in incoher-
ent transport, away from the Kondo regime.11 These results
indicate that Berry phase interference might be the most
promising way to characterize the unique transport properties
of SMMs in comparison with conventional, nonmagnetic
molecules.

In this context, we have successfully fabricated three-
terminal SET devices and prepared thiophenecarboxylatea�Electronic mail: delbarco@physics.ucf.edu
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functionalized Mn12 derivatives, which bind to Au surfaces
in order to begin probing the transport properties of an iso-
lated SMM. The compound of interest in the present study is
Mn12 �3-thiophenecarboxylate�. This is a derivative of Mn12

acetate for which the acetate group has been substituted with
3-thiophene carboxylate. The assembly of this molecule on
Au and its bulk magnetic properties have previously been
reported.12 We have also synthesized the 2-thiophene car-
boxylate, 2-thiopheneacetate, and 3-thiopheneacetate varia-
tions for this study, but their results are not presented here.

In this report we present the technical aspects of our
device fabrication and characterization as well as some pre-
liminary results on transport through Mn12 �3-
thiophenecarboxylate�.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION

Our SET devices are fabricated in a multistep process on
high-quality silicon substrates coated with a flat 1 �m ther-
mal oxide layer. The recipe we follow is closely adapted
from that of Ref. 13. Our devices are fabricated using three
layers of optical lithography and one layer of e-beam lithog-
raphy. In the first two steps, the contacts and leads to which
nanowires are attached are patterned followed by evapora-
tion of Au with Cr for adhesion. The first is a thin 30 nm
layer of gold, which protrudes just beyond the 200 nm thick
second layer leaving a step to which the nanowire will over-
lap. The thick Au evaporation for the second layer works to
minimize the device resistance and provide a good surface
for wire bonding. Next, the gate electrode is patterned and Al
is evaporated while cooling the substrate with liquid N2. The
gate is then allowed to oxidize overnight in atmospheric con-
ditions, forming a 2–3 nm Al2O3 layer.14 Finally, the nano-
wire pattern is written with electron beam lithography and
gold deposited on that layer. An atomic force microscopy
�AFM� micrograph of the completed device can be seen in
Fig. 1 �right inset�. At the narrowest part, the wire is 90 nm
wide.

The nanometer size gap between the source and drain
electrodes is formed by electromigration induced breaking of
the nanowire.1 Figure 1 shows the electromigration induced
breaking �T=4 K� of several wires fabricated following the
process described above. The current through the nanowire is

essentially Ohmic up to a voltage at which the nanowire
breaks �Vbreak�, producing a small gap. Vbreak and thus the gap
size are tunable by adding series resistors15 in line with the
30 � nanowire as the different sets of data in Fig. 1 illus-
trate.

The size of the gap created by electromigration is mainly
determined by the current density flowing through the nano-
wire. For a given current density, the higher Vbreak the larger
the size of the gap. In our devices, the postbreaking tunnel
resistances vary between 10 k� and 100 G� for most of the
wires. This huge variation corresponds to only an �1 nm
variation in gap size according to previous studies.13 Thus
our gap sizes are generally in the 1–3 nm range. The critical
current density necessary to break a gold nanowire is esti-
mated to be jb=5�1012 A/m2 �Ref. 15� and the breaking
current Ibreak necessary to achieve this characteristic current
density depends on the cross sectional area of the nanowire.
Therefore, Vbreak is determined by the total resistance of the
circuit as follows: Vbreak=Rtotal Ibreak, where RT=Rnanowire

+Rseries. The histogram in Fig. 2 shows that the distribution
of Ibreak, as measured from the electromigration data, is cen-
tered at 8.5 mA. Considering a cross sectional area of
90 nm�width��18 nm �thickness� for our nanowires, we ob-
tain jb=5.3�1012 A/m2, which is in excellent agreement
with the accepted value.15 If we associate the change in
breaking currents ��Ibreak�2 mA� to variations of the nano-
wire thickness, this gives us a 3.4 nm thickness variation
along the 3 in. length of the silicon wafer used in fabrication.
This variation is due to dispersion of the gold evaporation
beam along the wafer �solid angle�, since each point of the
wafer is not equidistant from the source.

Figure 3 shows four different characteristic I-V curves
measured directly after electromigration induced breaking of
the nanowire. The inset summarizes the percentage for which
we observe each of the various curves. Here, we neglect to
show the nonconducting curves, which occur about 50% of
the time due to large ��3–4 nm� gap formation. The I-V
characteristic curves of broken wires can then be grouped
together as follows:16 �a� CB curves with current suppression
for low bias voltages consistent with Coulomb blockade ef-
fect; �b� STP, curves showing abrupt changes of current

FIG. 1. �Color online� I-V curves recorded during electromigration-induced
wire breaking for three series resistances; left inset: Schematic representa-
tion of a three-terminal SET. Right inset: AFM image of a SET device.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Distribution of breaking currents for a series resis-
tance of 225 �. The distribution is associated with changes in the thickness
t of the gold nanowire.
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�steps� consistent with Coulomb blockade effect in molecular
SETs; �c� ZBE, zero bias enhancement of the conductance
consistent with low temperature Kondo effect; and �d� SMH,
smooth asymmetric curves not crossing I=V=0. The curves
shown occur on different current scales ranging from micro-
ampere down to tens of picoampere but are normalized to
microampere for ease in comparison of their features.

III. SINGLE-MOLECULE TRANSPORT
MEASUREMENTS

The Mn12 �3-thiophenecarboxylayte� for SET studies
was prepared by dissolving a polycrystalline sample in
CH2Cl2 �0.1 mM�. The devices were cleaned by oxygen
plasma and immediately immersed into the solution for
about 90 min. After the allotted time, the sample was re-
moved from the solution, rinsed with CH2Cl2, and blown dry
with a stream of N2. Following self-assembly of the mol-
ecules, electromigration breaking and measurements were
performed at 4 K.

Figure 4 displays the differential conductance �dI /dV�
contour plotted as a function of the bias and gate voltages
�the added lines are to help display the linear conductance
excitations present in this particular measurement�. The pres-
ence of multiple parallel excitations forming the characteris-
tic diamond shape of a molecular SET indicates the crossing
between two charge states �N and N+1� of the molecule and
reveals the complex nature of the charge states of this par-
ticular molecule. The excitations are found in an energy
range �0±40 meV� similar to what has been observed by
other authors in Mn12-based SETs.5,6 We have observed sev-
eral other molecules behaving similarly in experiments car-
ried out at 4 K in the same set of devices; however, many of
the molecules measured were not stable enough to measure
for long periods of time. Out of 60 electromigration-broken
wires, we have seen 3 that were stable enough to measure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined the technical details of our single-
electron transistor devices and demonstrated that they can be
used to measure single-electron transport through individual
Mn12 SMMs. Our current objective is to probe different
SMMs at low temperatures ��15 mK� and in the presence of
high magnetic fields generated by a vector superconducting
magnet which allows arbitrary orientation of the magnetic
field with respect to the geometry of the SMM-based SET.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Selection of different I-V curves observed after wire
breaking: asymmetric smooth curves �SMH�, curves with zero bias enhance-
ment of the current �ZBE�, curves with steps �STP�, and curves with current
suppression at low voltages consistent with Coulomb blockade �CB�: Inset:
Pie chart showing statistics of the I-V curve types found after the breaking
of over 60 nanowires.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Conductance �dI /dV� contour plot as a function of
the bias and gate voltages, showing the typical Coulomb diamond response
of a molecular SET. Interestingly, at least seven excited states are observed.
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